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2007 NAAFE Conference in Merida, Mexico
by Megan Bailey and Gaku Ishimura
Mathematics certainly has added rigor
to economics, but it has also added
mortis1.
The death of fisheries economics is
looming, or so say economists at the
North American Association of Fisheries
Economists (NAAFE) conference in
Merida, Mexico (March 27 - 30, 2007).
Jon Sutinen, an economist at the
University of Rhode Island and the 2005
UBC Larkin Lecturer, opened the
conference with a keynote warning the
crowd that the age of single species
bioeconomic models - long the focus of
the field of fisheries economics - is
ending.
The future for fisheries
economics lies in how the field can
contribute to Ecosystem-Based
Management (EBM) and this was one of
the recurring themes throughout the
conference. From Dr Sutinen’s keynote,
to the plenary wrap-up session,
discussions were centered on the future
for the field of fisheries economics. It is

time for our research to move away
from showcasing academic
achievements and instead gear itself
to the issues facing fisheries policymakers.
For example, mathematics has
so dominated economic thinking that
our profession has isolated itself from
the real world. Policy-makers from the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, and
the U.S. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
attended the conference. Greg
Schneider, from NOAA, made it clear
that policy-makers do not understand
the econometrics that most fisheries
economists include in their work.
Technical economic theories, which of
course play a role in the discipline,
need to be recharacterized and better
communicated to people on the
ground. If this is done, then the
application of economic theories
within ecosystem-based models

could contribute to solutions to the
dilemmas currently facing fisheries
managers.
For fisheries economics
research to be more relevant, perhaps
our work should be representative of
the questions that society deems
important. If the world believes that
ecosystem-based management is the
way to tackle the depletion of fishery
resources, then so, too, should fisheries
economists.
As usual, the Fisheries Centre
was well-represented at the
conference, with presentations by
Rashid Sumaila, Jennifer Jacquet and
this article’s authors. Dr Sumaila also
led special sessions highlighting
fisheries subsidies and the concept of
discounting. Matt Berman, a visiting
scholar here, and Silvia Salas, a former
graduate student, also presented.
Endnote
1
Paraphrase of the late John
Kenneth Galbraith.

The Art and nature of nurture
by Tony Pitcher and Daniel Pauly
Only the tallest among Fisheries
Centre members may have noticed it,
so here it is: Dr Arthur Tautz recently
had an operation that left a scar on top
of his head. To this we shorter people
say: thanks for a successful operation
Art!
Many of the younger Fisheries
Centre members do not know Art well,
although they deduce that he is
somehow “with the Province”. Some
say he may be seen secretly
consulting his own multi-coloured
map of river habitats when fly-fishing
mahi-mahi in the fall (see photo).
Others say he has spent nearly his
whole career sheltering from
earthquakes in mouldering, wobbly
huts. In fact, he worked first with our
predecessors at the Institute of Animal
Resource Ecology, and then, from the

founding of the Fisheries Centre in
1993, Art Tautz as head (unrepaired) of
the BC Government research unit
generously and consistently
supported us, despite what seemed at
times like annual changes of name
and mandate from his political
overlords. The list of critical financial
support provided by Art’s unit is long:
the seminar series since its inception
in 1993, the inaugural volumes of the
Fisheries Centre Research Reports (our
‘blue reports’), the first five start-up
workshops, our now bi-annual
Fisheries Centre reports, seven years’
maintenance of IT and our first web
site, student hardship funds, early
project development support, and
more.
Outsiders are amazed when
they learn how, over a cycle of three

external evaluations, we have
survived on miserly funding from UBC
yet have somehow produced an
impressive portfolio of collegial
research activities. Well – it’s all down
to Art. The Fisheries Centre could not
be where it is today without Art Tautz:
a big thank you from all of us!

